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Mr. Chameleon: 
Reinforcement of Pre-
Academic Concepts 

Andrea Vallejo Wead, MM, MT-BC
The Music Settlement

Cleveland, Ohio

Description
The purpose of this intervention is to reinforce 
identification of colors and foods.

Goals
to improve color and food identification
to transfer colors between selected foods

Behavior Observation
The child will:

identify colors and foods from presented cards
identify colors between changing objects

	
Materials

Colored food cards (i.e., milk, grapes, carrots, 
lettuces, apples, lemons, blueberries)
Picture of a chameleon and jackets matching the 
colors of the food cards

Directions
1. Hold up picture of Mr. Chameleon and introduce him 

to the group of children sitting in a circle.
2. Explain that chameleons change colors due to the 

environment around them.
3. Sing through the Mr. Chameleon song, holding up a 

picture of the chosen food.
4. Have children identify the food selected and the color 

of the food.
5. Attach the matching colored jacket to Mr. 

Chameleon. 

Adaptations
Have children create their own Mr. Chameleon and 
color it to match their favorite foods. Then have 
children share their own verse.
Discuss the origins of each food and how they might 
be grown.

Mr. Chameleon
Recorded 2015 by Andrea Vallejo Wead
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The Shape Chant: 
Reinforcement of Pre-
Academic Concepts 

Andrea Vallejo Wead, MM, MT-BC
The Music Settlement

Cleveland, Ohio

Description
The purpose of this song intervention is to promote 
identification of 2D shapes and to transfer shape 
identification skills to different environments. 

Goals
to improve identification of shapes
to identify shapes in various settings

Behavior Observation
The child will:

identify shapes presented by a card or item
point out the shape in at least two settings

Materials
Pictures and items of shapes (i.e., square and dice, 
triangle and ice cream scone, rectangle and table/
train cars, circle and oranges/clocks)
Rhythm sticks

Directions
1. Have children sit in a circle and introduce the shape.
2. Pass out rhythm sticks and establish a stead beat.
3. Sing the song and have children select the matching 

shape and item.
4. Invite children to find similar shapes in the classroom 

and on the playground.

Adaptations
Use 3D and 2D shapes as materials.
Have children draw their own shapes and embed it in 
the song.

The Shape Chant
Recorded 2015 by Andrea Vallejo Wead
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